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Abstract
Direct torque control has several advantages such as simplicity, fast transient response,
and less parameter dependence. However, the high torque and flux ripples are considered
the main drawback of the classical direct torque control especially at low speeds. The
torque and flux hysteresis controllers are considered the main source of these ripples.
This problem is solved in this paper using sliding mode torque and flux controllers
instead of the hysteresis controllers and lookup table. Moreover, space vector modulation
is combined with the sliding controllers to achieve high performance. New control
voltage equations are derived to realize actual dynamic decoupling between stator flux
and electromagnetic torque in the induction motor drive. The effectiveness and validity
of the proposed control approach are verified through computer simulation results.

1. Introduction
Direct Torque Control (DTC) is one of the most excellent strategies of torque control
of the induction motor drive [1-4]. It is characterized by fast dynamic response,
structural simplicity, and strong robustness in face of parameter uncertainties and
perturbations. However, the presence of high torque and flux ripples in addition to the
variable switching frequency are considered the main drawbacks of the conventional
DTC, especially at low speeds. This is mainly attributed to the hysteresis controllers
included in its structure.
Several techniques have been developed to improve the performance of the classical
DTC. In [5], a torque-ripple minimum condition during one sampling period is obtained
from instantaneous torque variation equation. However, the complexity of the system is
increased. An alternative method to reduce the ripples [6 ], additional controllers such as
PI or PID are used in DTC scheme but the transient response is adversely affected. In
[7], a dead-beat controller is applied, but the drive becomes very sensitive to parameter
uncertainties. Space vector modulation and PI controllers are used also in DTC schemes
to reduce the torque and flux ripples [8-10]. However, these schemes suffer from the use
of less robust linear PI controllers.
Sliding Mode technique is a robust control method which has many good properties
[11] such as fast dynamic response, insensitivity to parameters variation, external
disturbance rejection and good performance against unmodeled dynamics.
Direct torque control is combined with sliding mode control (SMC) and/or space
vector modulation (SVM) [12-17] in order to reduce the torque ripples. However, these
schemes have either no actual decoupling between the flux and torque loops or
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dependant on electrical and mechanical parameters. So it is
difficult to get good performance in real applications.
In this paper, the DTC is integrated with SMC and SVM in
order to reduce the torque and flux ripples in the induction
motor drive. Independent control voltages have been derived
in synchronous frame in order to obtain actual decoupling
between the torque and flux loops. Simulation works at
different operating conditions are performed to compare the
results of the proposed scheme with the classical direct
torque control. The results show that a pronounced reduction
in torque and flux ripples is evident in the proposed scheme.

Where the dot superscript denotes the first derivative with
respect to time, i.e. d/dt.
The electromagnetic torque is given by:

T e = ( 3 / 2 ). P ( i qs λ ds − i ds λ qs )

The stator and rotor flux linkage components are described
as [18]:

2. Dynamic Model of the Induction
Motor
The mathematical model which describes the behavior of
the induction motor in the d − q synchronously rotating
reference frame is written as [18]:
•

Vds = ids Rs + λ ds − ω s λqs
•

Vqs = iqs Rs + λ qs + ω s λds
•

0

= idr Rr + λ dr − ω sl λqr

0

= iqr Rr + λ qr + ω sl λdr

•

•

ω r = (1 / j ).(Te − f ωr − TL )

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

λds = Ls ids + Lm idr

(7)

λ qs = Ls iqs + Lm iqr

(8)

λdr = Lr idr + Lm i ds

(9)

λ qr = Lr i qr + Lm i qs

(10)

3. Classical Direct Torque Control
The classic DTC strategy for induction motor drives has
been widely recognized for its fast and robust torque and flux
control. The simultaneous and decoupled control of torque
and flux is achieved by direct adjustment of the stator
voltage, in response to the torque and flux errors, without
intermediate current control and decoupling network. In
digital implementation, DTC regularly applies the most
appropriate voltage vector for rapid reduction of the torque
and flux errors. This results in bang-bang behavior that
matches very well the switching operation of the inverter.
The DTC has the merits of simple implementation, and fast
response but it produces significant torque, flux, and current
ripples.

Fig. (1). Direct torque control strategy

Figure (1) shows the block diagram of the DTC technique
where e t , e λ are the torque and flux errors, and τ , Φ are the
output of the torque and flux hysteresis controllers. The high
torque and current ripples associated with classical DTC are
reduced to a great extent using sliding mode control. Two

sliding controllers are designed in order to generate the d-q
reference voltages instead of the traditional hysteresis
controllers and the switching table. This will be illustrated in
the following sections.
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•

4. Design of Sliding Mode Controllers
In this paper, a sliding mode controller has been proposed
to control the torque and flux of the induction motor drive.
The objective is to design an equilibrium surface so that the
state trajectories of the plant have the desired dynamic
behavior when restricted to the sliding surface. In the present
case, we adopt the proportional-integral surface functions
with the error of the flux norm ( eλ ) and that of the active
torque (

et ) in order to generate the d- and q- control

voltages. The design procedure of the sliding mode flux and
torque controllers is illustrated below.
4.1. Design of a Sliding Mode Flux Controller

λqs

In the stator flux reference frame:

•

= 0,

λ qs

=0.

Therefore, for efficient torque control below rated speed, the
requirement

λs * = λs = λds = constant must be satisfied.

Let the flux error be the difference between the reference
and actual stator fluxes, i.e.

eλ = λ s − λ s
*

(11)

The switching function should be chosen in such a way
that the sliding mode motion is stable when the switching
function is equal to zero. The sliding surface of the flux
controller is chosen as:

•

λ

= e λ + K λ eλ
•

If the flux state is kept on the sliding surface then

sλ = S λ

=0, thereby, it will converge exponentially to its reference
value.
Using equation (11), with the assumption of λqs = 0, then
•

•

S

λ

= − λ

ds

+ K

•

λ

(13)

Vds , the flux control

law can be expressed as:

Vds = K1.sλ + K 2 . sgn( sλ ) + K λ .eλ

(14)

To reduce the problem of chattering associated with the
sliding mode controller [19], the value of sgn(s λ ) in equation
(14) is replaced by sat(s λ ) where sat(s λ ) = Sλ / (| Sλ | +γ1 )
and

γ1

is a small positive constant.

4.2. Design of the Sliding Mode Torque
Controller
In the stator flux reference frame
constant, and

λds

must be kept

λqs = 0. Applying these values in equation (6),

one can obtain:

T e = K t .i qs

(15)

where K t = 1.5 P λds
Let the torque error be the difference between the
reference and actual torques, i.e.

et = Te − Te
*

(16)

∫ e .dt
t

Where KT is a positive constant.
Taking the time derivative for the torque sliding surface
yields:
•

S

•

t

= e t + K T et

If the torque state is kept on the sliding surface then

st =

sɺt =0, thereby, it will converge exponentially to its reference
λ

eλ

value. Using equation (16), then:

Neglecting the stator resistance drop, the d-axis voltage is
equal to the time derivative of the d-axis flux, then:

S

Solving equations (12) and (13) in

st = et + K T

Where K λ is a positive constant.
The time derivative of the flux sliding surface will be:
•

S λ = − K 1 s λ − K 2 sgn( s λ )

Choosing the following integral switching function for the
torque sliding controller:

s λ = e λ + K λ ∫ e λ dt

S
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= − V ds + K λ e λ

(12)

When the sliding mode is near the switching surface, the
exponential approach law is adopted to avoid large flux
ripple. The exponential approach law can be expressed as
follows:

•

•∗

•

S t = Te − Te + K T et
Combining equations (8) and (10) together with

(17)

λqs =

0,

the q-axis rotor flux will become:

λqr = −( Lr / Lm ).σ .Ls iqs
Taking the time derivative of

λqr , we obtain:

(18)
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•

λ qr = −( Lr / Lm ).σ .Ls i qs

(19)

λ qr

can be found also using equations (4)

•

λ qr = ( Rr .Ls / Lm ).iqs − ωsl λdr

(20)

•

i qs as follows:

•

i qs = (− Rr / σ .Lr ).iqs + (ωsl λdr Lm / σ .Ls .Lr )

(21)

Equation (21) can be rewritten using equation (15) as:
•

Te = ( − Rr / σ .Lr ).Te + (ω sl kt λdr Lm / σ .Ls .Lr ) (22)
The value of

the sliding mode controller, where sat ( s t ) = S t /(| S t | + γ 2 )
and

Equations (19) and (20) are solved to find

λdr can be

sgn( st ) in equation (27) is replaced by

sat ( st ) to reduce the problem of chattering associated with

•

The value of
and (8) as:

The value of

expressed in terms of

λds

γ2

is a positive constant.

5. Configuration Scheme
The basic configuration of the proposed scheme is as
shown in Figure (2). It consists of a sliding mode torque and
flux controller instead of the conventional hysteresis
controllers in order to reduce the flux and torque ripples.
Also, the switching table is replaced by the space vector
modulation to maintain constant switching frequency. The
commanded values Vds and Vqs produced by the sliding
mode controller are delivered to SVM block to generate the
switching logic necessary for the pulse width modulated
inverter.

using

equations (7) and (9) as:

λdr = ( Lr / Lm ).(λds − σ .Ls .ids )
≈ ( Lr / Lm ).(λds )
Substituting for

λdr

(23)

from equation (23) into equation

(22) , the torque dynamics can be described by the first
differential equation as follows:
•

Te = ( − Rr / σ .Lr ).Te + (ωsl kt λds / σ .Ls )

(24)

Combining equations (24), (17), and (2), one can obtain:
•

•∗

S t = T e + K e T e + K T e t − K .V qs

(25)

The control effort is designed such that the torque state
trajectory is forced towards the sliding surface. The
exponential approach law is adopted to avoid large torque
ripple as follows:
•

S t = − K 3 s t − K 4 sgn( s t )

(26)

Equations (25) and (26) are combined to find the control
voltage signal Vqs as given below:
•∗

Vqs = a. T + b.T + c.e + d .s + h.sgn(s )
e
e
t
t
t

(27)

Where:
a = 1 / K , b = a . K e , c = a . K T , d = a .K 3 , h = a . K 4 ,
k .ω
R
R .ω
K e = ( r + s sl ) , K = t sl , σ = 1 − ( L2m / Ls .Lr )
σ .Lr σ .Ls .ω s
σ L sω s

Fig. (2). Configuration of the proposed scheme

6. Simulation Results
In this section, the DTC of induction motor drive based on
sliding mode flux and torque controllers combined with SVM
is simulated on MATLAB/SIMULINK plat form.
Conventional DTC technique is also considered to expose the
comparative study and point out the performance of the
proposed scheme. The induction motor parameters and data
used for simulation procedure are:
3-phase, Y-connected, 1.1-kW, 380-V, 50-Hz,. The motor
detailed parameters are listed below in table (1).
Table (1). Parameters and data of the induction motor
Number .of pole pairs

4

Magnetising inductance (H)

0.475

Stator resistance (Ω)

5.46

Reference stator flux (Wb)

0.8

Rotor resistance (Ω)

4.45

Rated torque (N.m.)

7

Stator inductance (H)

0.492

DC voltage (V)

400

Rotor inductance (H)

0.492

Rated current (A)

2.77
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The gains of the PI - speed controller are chosen as:
Proportional gain = 1 , and integral gain = 30
The constant values of equation (25) are calculated at
nominal parameters. For efficient operation of the induction
motor, the slip ωsl / ωs is kept at small value (0.03) during
all simulations. The control voltage equations used in the
proposed system are:
V ds = e λ + 100 s λ + 10000 sgn( s λ )
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Table (2). Comparison between the conventional and proposed systems at
high speed.
Item
Speed
Torque
Flux
Current

Conventional DTC
pp ripples =0.12 %
dip at load step = 2.53%
pp ripples=67.8%
overshoot=10 N.m.
pp ripples =21.75%
pp ripples =44.7%
max. current=4.76 A

Proposed system
pp ripples =0.02%
dip at load step = 0.3 %
pp ripples=2.8 %
overshoot=7.36 N.m.
pp ripples =0.75%
pp ripples =2.36%
max. current=3.8 A

•∗

Vqs = 0.48 T + 64T + 16e + 60 s + 300 sgn( s )
e
e
t
t
t
Three operating conditions have been studied to evaluate
the proposed system compared with the traditional one. The
stator resistance is increased by 50%. The studied cases are
arranged as follows:
Case (1) High speed operation.
The motor is started at t = 0, accelerated linearly up to
1000 rpm during the first second and then kept constant at
this value. The load torque is assumed to be stepped from
3.5N.m. to 7 N.m.(full load) at t=2 seconds. The stator
resistance is detuned by 50%.

a) Conventional

b) proposed scheme

Fig. (4-a). Stator flux components at high speed

a) Conventional

b) proposed scheme

Fig. (4-b). Stator flux locus at high speed

Figure (4-a) shows the time response of the stator flux
components for the conventional and proposed schemes at
high speed. Also, the stator flux locus is shown in Fig. (4-b).
Case (2) very Low speed operation
The reference speed is set here at 10 rpm and the load is
stepped from 3.5 to 7 N.m. at t=2 sec. In addition, the stator
resistance is detuned by 50%. Figure (5) shows simulation
waveforms depicting the performance characteristics in such
case of study. Table (3) reports the difference between the
conventional and proposed systems in the high torque region.
a) Conventional

b) proposed scheme

Fig. (3). Simulation waveforms at high speed and step load disturbance

Figure (3) shows the performance characteristics of the
proposed system compared with the conventional one. It is
obvious that the speed, current, torque, and flux ripples are
reduced significantly in the proposed system. Table (2) shows
the comparison between the two systems in the high torque
region.

Table (3). Comparison between the conventional and proposed systems at
very low speed.
Item
Speed
Torque
Flux
Current

Conventional DTC

Proposed system

pp ripples =27.6 %
dip at load step > 100%
pp ripples=36%
peak torque=9.63 N.m.
pp ripples =15.75%

pp ripples =0.88%
dip at load step = 30 %
pp ripples=4.5 %
peak torque=7.25 N.m.
pp ripples =0.75%

pp ripples =59.4%
max. current=4.68 A

pp ripples =2.3%
max. current=3.6 A
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improved to a great extent using the proposed system.

7. Conclusions
This paper investigates the integration between direct
torque control, sliding mode control and space vector
modulation in order to achieve high performance induction
motor drive. New control voltage equations have been
derived to satisfy actual dynamic decoupling between stator
flux and electromagnetic torque in the induction motor drive.
The validity of the proposed control approach is verified
through computer simulation results. A comparison study
has been made to depict the superiority of the proposed
system compared to the conventional direct torque control at
different operating conditions.

Nomenclature

a) Conventional

b) proposed scheme

Fig. (5). Simulation waveforms at very low speed and step load disturbance

Rs , Rr

stator and rotor resistances.

Vds , Vqs

d -q stator voltage components.

ids , iqs

d - q stator current components.

idr , iqr

d - q rotor current components.

λds , λqs
λdr , λqr
ωs

d - q stator flux components.
d - q rotor flux components.

TL
Te

angular stator frequency.
reference, actual and slip speeds.
angular stator flux position
number of pole pairs.
moment of inertia.
damping coefficient.
load torque.
electromagnetic torque.

Ls , Lr , Lm

stator, rotor, and magnetizing inductances.

ωr* , ωr , ωsl
θs
P
J
D
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